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PHILOLOGY 
 
Philology is the study of words, phrases, syntax, and narrative in its historical and cultural 
context. 
 
LANGUAGE. Some words are very ancient. The English word father is related to the German 
word Vater, which in turn is related to the Latin pater, French père, Spanish padre, Greek 
πατέρ, and Sanskrit pitar. We can trace this word even further back to much earlier languages, 
ones that have died out—like Hittite or Umbrian. We observe the obvious correspondences 
between the words: they all begin with p/f, most have a t/d in the middle, and they all end 
with –er. From these correspondences, we can posit an original form, called Proto-Indo-
European, *pH2-tēr. And we can derive sound laws that describe systematic changes to the 
sounds (phonology) of entire languages. For example, the PIE phoneme /*p/ becomes 
Latin /p/ and Germanic /f/. 
 
Some words keep their meanings as they move and change through time and space. Mother 
pretty much means the same thing it did 10,000 years ago. Other words change their 
meanings, or become new words. English silly comes from Old English sælig, which meant 
“happy.” English cattle comes from Old French catel, in turn from Latin capitalis, meaning 
capital or principle, as in money or wealth. Cattle were a form of wealth in the ancient world, 
and the word cattle meant not only cows, but all livestock. The Old French word also gives 
us the legal term chattel, meaning property. So besides sounds, meaning (semantics) is 
something philologists study. 
 
Some words travel in pairs or in phrases. Red as a rose has been around for centuries. So has 
the association between lions and kings. Other very old associations are not so obvious: the 
association of the soul with water, or of anger to swelling. These motifs can be found in all 
of the European languages that derive from PIE. You will also find them in descriptions of 
characters. It’s no surprise that a hero in a myth is usually described in typical ways, with 
typical heroic motifs. But so are the hero’s foil, the antagonist, wives, children, and so forth. 
If you are trying to find out something about the people who wrote a story, remember that 
ancient motifs can block your view of them.  
 
Words, phrases, motifs, and narratives have been collected and categorized for centuries. 
I’ve listed some of those collections overleaf. 
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Oxford English Dictionary. Includes the etymology of a word (it’s history through time 
and space). Available on-line through UMass or in physical form in DuBois at PE 1625 .M7. 
 
Webster’s Dictionary. Compiled by Webster at Amherst College, and published in 
Springfield, MA. It is a dictionary of the American language. In DuBois at PE 1625 .N55. 
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